INTRODUCTION
A rhythmic motor program requiring intersegmental coordination is typically driven by a neural oscillator distributed across several ganglia. In many cases, the archetype being the crayfish swimmeret control system (9, 14) , the oscillator is divisible. That is, the ganglia in isolation sustain a rhythm similar to that produced when they are linked together. This self-sufficiency of individual ganglia suggests that oscillation arises in local circuits in ganglia and is then synchronized by intersegmental fibers. Stein (15) formalized this concept, postulating oscillatory "local control centers" in ganglia linked by intersegmental "coordinating neurons." A neural network in the medicinal leech directs the rhythmic constrictions of the lateral heart tubes that stretch the length of the animal (5, 16). The third and fourth segmental ganglia (G3 and G4) contain the impulse-initiation sites and synaptic connections of the four pairs of heart interneurons (HN( l)-HN(4)) that form the "timing oscillator" of the network (12, 13). When G3 and G4 are linked together by connectives, the heart interneurons are phase locked, both within and between ganglia (4, 20) . Severing the connectives uncouples the two ganglia but leaves the rhythm within each ganglion virtually unchanged (12). This simple example of the phenomenon that suggested local control centers and coordinating fibers is the subject of this paper. I look first at the gross dynamic properties of the system when the two ganglia are linked together, then consider neural mechanisms responsible for those properties.
METHODS
The preparation and methods are described elsewhere (6, 12, 18) . RESULTS 
HN(3) and HN(4) pairs behave as coupled oscillators
One can drive the oscillation in G3 by imposing a train of current pulses on an HN(3) (4) pair. The preparation comprised G3 and G4 and had an endogenous period of about 14 s. In both A and B the activity of the HN(3) cell was gated by l-nA depolarizing pulses superimposed on a steady OS-nA hyperpolarizing current. A: entrainment to an 8-s period. HN(4) bursts lagged behind the induced HN(3) bursts (CM, current monitor). B: entrainment to a 19-s period. HN(4) bursts led the induced HN(3) bursts. cell ( Fig. 1) and thereby entrain the HN(4) pair to a wide range of frequencies faster and slower than the system's natural rate. In turn, driving an HN(4) cell with a train of pulses can lock the HN(3) pair to an artificially high frequency (Fig. 2) . Thus operationally, the HN( 3) cells and the HN(4) cells are a pair of mutually entraining oscillators. The phase angle between the HN(3) and HN(4) pairs is a function of the entrainment conditions. That is, when an HN(3) pair entrains an HN(4) pair to a low frequency (Fig. lB) , the driving pair (the HN(3) cells) lags behind the driven pair (the HN(4) cells). On the other hand, when either pair entrains the other to a high frequency, the driving pair leads the driven pair. Combined as a single generalization: during entrainment the faster oscillator always leads the slower.
Given this mutual entrainment, the timer's net frequency should reflect a compromise between the inherent frequencies of the oscillators in G3 and G4. Since the HN(4) pair always leads the HN(3) pair when the two ganglia are linked (Fig. 3A) , I propose that the G4 oscillator is inherently faster than the G3 oscillator. This conclusion is supported by the pattern of transients seen when the stable phase relatio-ncip of Fig. 3A turbation (Fig. 3C ) the bursts of the two cells ended synchronously, without cell HN(4)'s normal phase lead. In the next few cycles the two pairs drifted relative to one another as the HN(4) pair cycled at a slightly faster rate, and the pairs ultimately locked in their characteristic phase relationship. In general, during transients the HN(3) and HN(4) pairs behave as fairly strongly coupled oscillators having slightly different frequencies. HN(3) and HN(4) pairs are coupled by HN) and HN(2) pairs There are two pathways by which the HN(3) cells might entrain the HN(4) cells (Fig. 4A ): I) a direct pathway via the electrical synapse between the HN(3) axon and the ipsilateral HN(4) cell and 2) an indirect pathway via the ipsilateral HN( 1) and HN (2) cells (i.e., the HN(3) cell inhibits the inhibitors of the ipsilateral HN(4) cell). An experiment (Fig. 4B) (2) cells. Silencing the HN(3) cell with an extended pulse of hyperpolarizing current produced a barrage of inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) in the HN(3) cell 600-700 ms after the cell ceased firing (Fig. 4B ). These IPSPs undoubtedly resulted from activity of the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells, since they were of two sizes, and each IPSP matched another IPSP 15 ms later in the HN(4) cell. Note that when the HN(3) cell stopped firing, thereby removing direct excitation to the HN(4) cell, there was no effect on the HN(4) cell's activity. Only later, when the indirect pathway via cells HN( 1) and HN(2) became active, was the HN(4) cell inhibited. Hence, the influence of the indirect pathway is strong and that of the direct pathway weak. (In the heartbeat network generally, electrical coupling has no direct effect on the activity of an HN cell although it may cause synaptic modulation (20).) Therefore, the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells appear to act as coupling elements, a role they can play, since their axons extend between G3 and G4, they can initiate impulses in both ganglia, and they have input and output connections with the HN(3) and HN(4) cells (12).
Input and output connections of HN(1) and HN(2) cells
The G3 and G4 initiation sites of the HN( 1) and HN (2) cells are inhibited by the ipsilateral HN(3) cell (Fig. 4~9 , and consequently they produce impulses only in the interval between HN(3) bursts (see Fig. 8 ). Moreover, in the intact nerve cord as in the isolated G3 (12), the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells are followers, firing immediately after end of the burst of the ipsilateral HN(3) cell (irrespective of the activity state of the HN(4) cell).
By contrast, the HN(4) cell inhibits the G4 initiation sites of the HN( 1) and HN (2) soma caused an IPSP 30 ms later in the ipsilateral HN(4) cell (Fig. 5A) . Hence, an action potential arising at the G4 initiation site of the HN( 1) cell and propagating rostrally to Gl should produce an IPSP in the HN(4) cell roughly 30 ms before the spike appears in the HN(l) soma. By contrast, since the distance between G3 and G4 is similar to that between G3 and Gl, an impulse arising in G3 and propagating in both directions should cause a spike in the HN( 1) soma and a nearly synchronous IPSP in the HN(4) cell.
In Fig. 5B and C the ipsilateral HN(3) cell (not shown) was silent throughout both traces. With the HN(4) cell also silent (Fig.  5B ) and the HN( 1) cell therefore released from inhibition, spontaneous impulses arose in G4 (since soma spikes lagged behind matching IPSPs in the HN(4) cell by 33 ms). When the HN(4) burst began, the site of initiation of HN( 1) impulses shifted to G3 (since spikes led IPSPs by about 4 ms). A drop in the firing rate of the HN( 1) cell accompanied the shift of initiation from G4 to G3. A burst induced in the HN(4) cell immediately shifted the initiation of HN ( 1) ( 1) cell, when the ipsilateral HN(4) cell was inactive. C: very late in the impulse burst of the HN( 1) cell, when the HN(4) cell's burst had begun. (Records A, B, and C were obtained within the same minute but do not form a continuous record. Figure 8B shows the spontaneous activity of cells in these records.)
pulses from G4 to G3 and reduced its firing These results argue that the G4 initiation frequency (Fig. 6) . In some preparations the site of an HN( 1) or HN(2) cell dominates the G3 initiation site of an HN( 1) or HN(2) cell site in G3 and that this domination stems did not become active when the G4 site was from the higher impulse frequency of the G4 inhibited (Fig. 7) .
site.
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HN ( Note that the HN(3) cell controls the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells by turning them off and on ( 12, 13), whereas in general the HN(4) cell can only speed them up or slow them down (Figs. 5, 6 ).
Stable phase relations in timing oscillator
The heartbeat oscillation in an unstimulated chain of ganglia including G3 and G4 consists of four phases (Fig. 8) . The end of the HN(3) burst marks the start of phase 1, an event that is followed in rapid succession by the initiation in G4 of the burst of the ipsilateral HN(2) cell and the hyperpolarization of the ipsilateral HN(4) cell. Phase 2 begins with the initiation of the HN(4) burst and ends with the onset of the HN(3) burst. In phase 3 the HN(3) and HN(4) cell fire in unison and the HN(2) cell is silent. The HN(4) burst then ends to mark the start of phase 4 and, finally, cell HN(3) stops firing and cell HN(2)'s burst begins, completing the cycle.
The HN( 1) cell fires in phase with the ipsilateral HN(2) cell in the hiatus between the bursts of the ipsilateral HN(3) and HN(4) cells (Fig. 8B ).
In the Gl-G4 preparation as in the extended nerve cord (4, 20), each of cells HN( l)-HN(4) is active in antiphase with its contralateral homologue. The phase diagram (Fig. 9 ) supercedes an earlier one (4) in which the bursts of the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells began prior to the end of the burst in the ipsilateral HN( 3) cell. Figure 10 presents the phase progression of Fig. 9 within the context of the oscillator circuit. In the diagrams white cells are producing impulses; black cells are silent. The symmetrical phases at 12 and 6 o'clock, in which half the cells are active and half are inactive, are relatively stable and long lasting. This symmetry is broken by an "HN(4) transition," which involves a switch in the activity states of the HN(4) pair. That event is followed after a short lag by an "HN(3) transition," which restores the symmetrical pattern. Because the network is bilaterally symmetrical, the two HN (4) identifies the triplets of cells whose activity state will shift at the next phase transition. During a phase change the triplet is effectively isolated, since all neurons sending processes into the shaded zone are silent both before and after a transition. Thus by focusing attention on triplets, we have reduced a description of the timing oscillation to a description sitions.
of its two component phase tranTriplets all have the same form ( Fig. 1 OB) : two cells linked to a common central element by reciprocal inhibition.
Transitions flip the triplet between the alternative stable states predicted from the connections (8). In an HN(3) transition (Fig. 1 OB) the active and inactive HN(3) cells switch roles and the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells on one side fire on rebound. In an HN(4) transition the HN(4) cells switch activity states, causing a slowing (or silencing) of the bursts of the active HN( 1) and HN(2) cells. Apparently in both types of transition it is the activation of the inactive cell of the pair that sparks the change, since blocking activation delays the transition in each case (12). As discussed in the preceding paper, this activation appears to be driven by an endogenous property of the HN(3) and HN(4) cells.
Multiple initiation sites and stability
The G3 initiation sites of the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells could be neglected in the description of the equilibrium dynamics of the network (Fig. lo) , but when the phase relationships are perturbed these sites become important.
For example, the HN(4) cell in Fig. 11 fired excessively (far more than the other HN(4) cell) because of damage by the recording electrode. When the burst of the ipsilateral HN(3) cell ended, the G4 site of the HN(2) cell was therefore blocked by the continued activity of the HN(4) cell. Yet, by exploiting its initiation site in G3, the HN(2) cell produced its burst on schedule and thereby contributed to the inhibition of the HN(4) cell. When the HN(4) cell stopped firing there was a sudden increase in the impulse frequency of the HN(2) cell and a shift of latency between spikes in the HN(2) soma and IPSPs in the HN(4) cell as impulse initiation shifted from G3 to G4.
Perturbation experiments show the interplay among the HN cells and that between the initiation sites of the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells as equilibrium is restored. Following a hyperpolarizing pulse (Fig. 3C ) the HN( 3) cell produced an extended rebound burst. When the HN(3) burst ended the HN(4) cell was well into its burst, firing vigorously and consequently inhibiting the G4 sites of the HN( 1) and HN (2) A brief depolarizing pulse (Fig. 3B ) caused dislocation and extended firing, which silenced the ipsilateral HN( 1) and HN (2) 
Alteration of timer dynamics by stimulation
All studies of the neural network controlling heartbeat have been on isolated nerve cords deprived of sensory input. Therefore the resulting model describes the system over a small fraction of its dynamic range, since, as Arbas (2) showed, the stimulation of sensory and motor pathways causes dramatic fluctuations in heartbeat rate. Fluctuations having superficially similar properties are induced by electrical stimulation of the intersegmental connectives (17). For example, tonic stimulation of the G2-G3 connective tripled the frequency of heartbeat oscillator (Fig. 12) and shifted its phase relationships such that the HN(3) pair led rather than lagged behind the HN(4) pair. This phase relationship suggests that the stimulus increased the inherent frequency of the HN(3) pair relative to that of the HN(4) pair (cf. Fig.  IA) . Whatever the basis of the effect, it is clear that input, by changing cellular prop erties, can radically alter the mode of oscillation. Thus, outside the narrow dynamic range considered in this paper the relative importance of network and cellular properties and the interactions between the two oscillatory centers of the timer may vary significantly, as is the case in many other systems ( 1, 3, 10) . Therefore one must be cautious in equating the properties of the network in reduced preparations with those of the network in vivo.
DISCUSSION
As represented here (Fig. 1 l) , the neural circuit timing heartbeat in the leech includes two mutually entraining oscillators: one centered on the HN(3) pair in G3 and the other, inherently faster, centered on the HN(4) pair in G4. The rate of each oscillator appears to be set by the rate at which the central pair of HN cells overcomes synaptic inhibition (12). Whether the rate discrepancy between the two ganglia stems from inherent differences between the HN(3) and HN(4) pairs or from differences in the strength of synaptic input to the two pairs (16) remains an open question. The HN( 1) and HN(2) pairs phase lock the G3 and G4 oscillators by virtue of the cells' initiation sites in both G3 and G4 and their input and output connections with cells HN(3) and HN(4). Although formally demoted to the rank of entraining elements, the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells are still part of the timing oscillator according to the reset test (13), since, as Perkel et al. (11) noted, the power to entrain implies the power to reset. HN(3) and HN(4) transitions produce mutual entrainment
If the oscillation of G4 is inherently faster than that in G3 but the two oscillations nevertheless remain phase locked, then either the HN(3) pair delays the HN(4) pair or the HN(4) pair advances the HN(3) pair each cycle. Both processes can be understood with reference to the transition events identified in Fig. 11 , and evidence for both can be found in the physiological records of Figs. 1 9A ) the HN(4) cell is recovering from inhibition and entering its burst phase. When the HN(3) transition occurs, however, the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells fire and drive the HN(4) trajectory sharply downward, thereby substantially delaying the burst of the HN(4) cell. The tight correlation of these events in cells HN( l)-HN(4), both during settled oscillation (Figs. 3A, 9 ) and during the transients following perturbations (Fig. 3B, C) , argues that this is an important entraining mechanism.
The HN(4) transition inhibits the active HN(l) and HN (2) cells (Figs. 5, 6, 7) , thus reducing inhibitory input to the ipsilateral HN(3) cell. Reducing inhibition just as the HN(3) cell's trajectory is rising into a burst (Fig. 9A) should advance the burst, since adding inhibition at that time delays the burst (13). It is difficult to assess the importance of this entraining mechanism during free run, but it is evidently effective during forced entrainment (Fig. 2) . During such entrainment the induced bursts of the HN(4) cell truncate the interburst phase of the HN (3) cell, eliminating the zone of irregular activity during which cells HN( 1) and HN(2) would normally complete their bursts.
Local centers and coordinating neurons in heartbeat timer? In Stein's (15) local center model, oscillation is generated in local circuits within ganglia and coordinated by intersegmental neurons distinct from those in the oscillatory circuits. Like most _ general concepts including, for example, the command neuron (7, 21), the notion of local oscillators and coordinating neurons is valuable as a general theme to organize observations even though it may break down on rigorous examination of particular cases.
To a first approximation the local center model fits the heartbeat timer: the local connections of the HN(3) and HN(4) pairs produce parallel oscillations that are phase locked by intersegmental fibers. The only inconsistency with the model is that normally the HN(3) cells not only generate oscillation but also transmit that oscillation to G4 via their axons. Only on arrival in G4 is the HN(3) oscillation coupled by the HN( 1) and HN (2) cells to the HN(4) cells. (Under some conditions the HN(3) cells control the activity of the HN( 1) and HN (2) cells from the latter-s' initiation sites in G3 (Fig. 12) , and the HN( 1) and HN(2) cells in turn convey the phase information to G4, making the correspondence with the local center model complete.) With this one proviso, the local center model is a good description of the heartbeat timing oscillator. 
